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Subtitle 

A record-breaking attendee list of over 400 souls enjoyed some fine 

weather in the Cotswolds. We hope you find this overview of the 

event useful.  

Monday 21 May 

The afternoon sessions were largely restricted to local authority representatives only. Please feel free to pass on any interesting 

feedback to our consultants! 

Tuesday 22 May 

Plenary 1 – Chair’s Welcome and Introduction 
Richard Butcher, Chair PLSA  

The Chair outlined the themes of the conference, highlighting challenges facing the LGPS including pooling, rules on data, the 

influx of employers, cost transparency and the talent and resourcing requirements of funds and pools.  

 
Plenary 2 – View from Government  
Rishi Sunak MP, Minister for Local Government 

 Rishi’s first speech to the wider LGPS population since being appointed to the role in the recent cabinet reshuffle.    

 Underlined scale of LGPS (6th largest in world) and its primary purpose of delivering secure pensions to LA employees. 

 Outsourcings: over 16,000 participating employers. A consultation will be launched to consider how to manage the diversity 

and ease rules around admission –it will include Fair Deal.  

 Pooling: 4 pools now fully operational, c£40m savings already delivered. Key challenges are governance and clear 

reporting on savings and performance.  

 Infrastructure: keen to see the LGPS invest more (5% to 10% as per other large funds?) but isn’t going to set arbitrary 

targets. Infrastructure can play a part in a diversified investment strategy, and new pools can provide wider access. Social 

housing and the Private Rented Sector (PRS) are areas of opportunity that would help the UK housing situation whilst 

providing an income stream. 

 Data: wants to see concerted action on improving data quality. This will require working well with employers who are 

ultimately those able to provide the correct data. 

Date 

PLSA Local Authority Conference – Cotswolds, 21-23 May 2018  
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 SAB: commended as adding value in a number of ways via the annual scheme report, work with academies and the Code 

of Transparency on investment costs. 

Plenary 3 – Ensuring value for money in investment management fees  
Tim Giles, Aon; Jeff Houston, LGA & IDWG; Andrien Meyers, Lambeth & SAB  
 

 Institutional Disclosure Working Group (IDWG) was created by FCA and applies to LGPS and private sector. Templates 

have been created for listed managers and almost all these managers have signed up.  

 65 managers have signed up to SAB’s Code of Transparency so far, covering £164bn (almost 2/3rds) of LGPS assets. 220 

managers are not in the Code – of those, 158 have just one LGPS client! Only 2 pools have signed so far.  

 Continuing to get pushback and excuses from managers e.g. can’t provide data due to systems issues. 

 Lots of data will be available – how will funds share and manage data and use for comparison purposes? Some things of 

value are less easy to measure e.g. relationship management.  

 Pools should sign up to Code (as well as managers). Performance should be adjusted for risk. Resource to deal with the 

data and analysis will be an issue at funds. 

 The Code is unlikely to be made mandatory by FCA. Compliance is likely to depend on demand from investors.  

 

Stream Sessions 1  
 
Data and Governance Stream – Solving the data challenge: the key to a better future 
Sean Collins, Oxfordshire; Catherine McFadyen, Hymans Robertson  
 

 Sean shared his experiences of the data challenges faced by his fund, like many others, in recent years and the 

engagement he has made with the Pensions’ Regulator to tackle the challenges.   From their engagement, it is clear that 

the Regulator expects more from the Administering Authorities in their dealings with Scheme Employers  

 Catherine provided an overview of how technology can be used to help improve the data handling and processing 

challenges setting out how Hymans has developed various tools to help clients to improve processes and quality and noted 

how accurate data can reduce liabilities by up to 5%.   

 It’s clear that many LGPS funds will be focussed on data this year, please do get in touch with your usual Hymans 

consultant if you’d like any help. 

 

New Horizons Stream – Should Local Authority Schemes Share More Services? 
Nigel Keogh, National LGPS Framework; Neil Mason, Surrey 

 

 Biggest challenge is to “make the case”. Select the right partner/model, manage the transition risk and make 

implementation work. 

 The 5 C’s of success? Collaboration, consensus building, compromise, common purpose/interest, and communication with 

full understanding amongst all parties including members 

 Orbis (shared service between Surrey, East Sussex CC and Brighton & Hove CC) was used as a case study. Covers 6 

service areas including finance and has delivered £5m one-off saving and £5m pa ongoing savings. 
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 Challenges have included different cultures and governance priorities, job worries (voluntary redundancies), standardising 

T&C’s across 3 organisations, and pensions administration issues. Successes? Integration of budget, standardisation of 

processes and shared digital solutions.  

 

Investment Stream – How investing together today helps create a better tomorrow 
Matt Christensen, AXA; Dawn Turner, Brunel  
 

 Interesting ESG related discussion from an asset owner and asset manager perspective. 

 Highlighted the importance of Sustainable Development Goals and how they should be factored into strategic decisions 

and stock selection.  

 There was notable focus on the need for improved disclosure by investors.  It was noted that a number of the Task Force 

for Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations provide useful guidance for investors to consider. 

 The monitoring of investments was also touched on, and it was noted that there are a number of free tools online such as 

the Transition Pathway Initiative that funds could use. 

 

Plenary 4 – Economic Scenario for the UK  
Karen Ward, JP Morgan  

 Karen outlined what might happen if the Brexit deal is good, namely a short term lift in sterling & lower inflation, leading to 

more capital investment and less pressure on public finances. However long term (demographic) challenges remain. 

 Fears about UK financial services may be overblown. Having varied services in one place reduces cost of capital. 

 Regardless of type of Brexit deal, the longer term looks challenging. OBR projections of 200% debt to GDP by 2070, due to 

ageing population - low migrant number will make it worse. Big tax hikes and higher retirement ages are likely.  

 How to invest in assets in these markets? Emerging markets are attractive, with many opening up to investors, and more 

return should be generated on cash as interest rates rise.  

 Productivity has been poor in UK. Lots of spending on physical infrastructure but not on human capital; many need to train 

or re-train.  

 

Stream Sessions 2  
 
Data and Governance Stream – The sum of our parts – 2017 Scheme Annual Report 
Teresa Clay, MHCLG; Cllr Roger Philips, SAB 

 Roger explained that 5th annual LGPS report now available on the SAB website. Highlights include 5.6m members, a 

broadly cash flow neutral position (if investment income excluded) and low £36 administration cost per member. 

 What next? Supporting pooling, data quality, and engagement with TPR and clarity of TPR’s role 

 Teresa said that administration & governance costs are about £170m pa – how can this be reduced? Challenges include 

more joining up of administration & investment policies, and improving data quality. Can more shared services help? 
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New Horizons Stream – Investing in Social Real Estate 
Hugo James & James Murray, Alpha Real Capita; Chris Rule, LPP 

 

No Hymans representation at this session.  

 

Investment Stream – Accountability in the LGPS Investment Pools 
Chris Hitchen, Border to Coast; Abigail Leech, Lancashire 

 Ongoing communication between Pools and Funds is key to understand the issues. 

 It was noted that fund performance should not be the sole measure, a more balanced scorecard should be adopted 

 It was noted that, at a Fund level, it is important that success is measured in terms of achieving their own objectives  

 

Plenary 5: The 3R’s – Resourcing, Recruitment and Retention 
Yunus Gaira, West Yorkshire; Philip Latham, Clwyd; Clare Scott, Lothian 

 

 West Yorkshire and Aon issued a survey on pay across the LGPS. 

 A number of the challenges organisations face in recruiting and retaining staff were discussed.  

 

Plenary 6: Using Change as the Catalyst to Grow Stronger 
Steve Bull, former Team GB and England Cricket Psychologist 

No Hymans representation at this session.  

 

Wednesday 23 May  

Plenary 7: Getting Governance Right 
Lesley Titcomb, The Pensions Regulator 
 

 Going forward TPR will be ‘clearer, quicker and tougher’.  They have reinforced staffing and are embedding a new 

regulatory culture having sought stronger powers. 

 There are gaps in public sector schemes, but seen some improvement in data management and internal controls.  

 New PSPS survey has been published. Highlighted that only 45% of ABS’s issued on time at LGPS funds.  

 TPR has no role in outcome of investment decisions, but is concerned about decision-making process.  

 In-house investment - LGPS invest less than private sector funds in back-office and data quality. 

 Sanctions and enforcement – used if really poor behaviour and failure to respond. Funds should have a clear plan in place 

to rectify issues and make sure commitments are met.   

 LGPS representative at TPR is Rebecca Woodley.

http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/docs/public-service-research-2018.pdf
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Plenary 8: Cost Caps and the Government Actuary’s Department 
Martin Clarke, GAD; Denise Le Gal, Brunel 

 2 cost cap mechanisms in E&W – HMT (required under the PSPA 2013) & SAB. The HMT version takes precedence. 

 A 2% of pay change in the cost cap triggers changes (although changes can still be made if less). 

 Notional calculation only for the purpose of setting LGPS benefit and contribution structures. Actual employer rates are 

determined via local fund valuations. 

 SAB also have various KPIs to test robustness of funding plans. 

 Results kick in at April 2019. GAD have run numbers and are waiting on HMT response.  

 Data quality was poor and some items could not be used. Section 13 roadshows are being run soon. 

 

Plenary 9: Understanding the council funding revolution 
David Phillips, Institute for Fiscal Studies 

 Funding cuts in place for 8/9 years with core spending power reduced by 28%, or higher if allowing for population 

growth. 

 Cuts bigger in more deprived areas due to greater dependence on grants. More cuts to come – increases to protected 

areas like health mean bigger cuts on local government. 

 Upper tier councils finding it tougher – 80% now drawing on reserves and 10% may run out by 2021.  

 The emphasis of funding system has shifted from redistribution to incentives, and more local control over business rates 

and council tax revenues.  

 Suggested trade-offs and solutions? Squeeze suppliers, higher fees and charges, cut services, pay freezes, shift 

pension costs to employees, more money from Government, integrate health and adult social care. 

 

Plenary 10: UK Current Affairs Overview 
Cathy Newman, Journalist and Broadcaster 

 Run through of various stories from Cathy’s career.  

 Mentioned belief that snowflake/millennial generation seem hard working and don’t tolerate inequality. Rise of populism 

can’t be ignored – we need to take Trump etc. seriously.  

 

 

 

 

  


